BRINGING A NEW PERSPECTIVE TO TOURISM, ARIVA WONDERLAND!

Ariva Wonderland is a blockchain-based new generation tourism world where users can travel freely, participate in social events individually or collectively, own property, build their own tourism centers, and most importantly, profit from all these activities. With the understanding of “travel to earn” we have developed, users earn various incentives and tokens as they spend time in Ariva Wonderland and travel. At the same time, with Ariva Creator, it can generate nonfungible tokens (NFT), use it in-game, and most importantly, upload it to the store and sell it. In addition, they can create their own tourism ecosystem and income model by opening the cities they have built to other users. In this way, it is aimed to make Ariva Wonderland more attractive for everyone by creating a correct revenue cycle between users who only want to travel and those who only want to produce.

STRUCTURE OF THE ARIVA WONDERLAND UNIVERSE

The Ariva Wonderland universe has a main crater and 7 unique galaxies connected to the main crater. Although the main crater belongs to all users, it contains many social areas to visit such as cinema, theater, concert venue, museum, nightclub, cafe and restaurant. There are 7 different craters in 7 unique galaxies. These craters are divided into 160,000 parcels of different sizes. At the same time, each crater contains, on average, four tourist destinations worldwide. However, none of these are specific to just one country. For example, the Eiffel Tower in France and the pyramids in Egypt are located in the same crater. Although each of these tourism centers are connected to the main crater, they do not belong to any person.
Tourism centers are designed as copies of symbols found in various countries of the world. The Statue of Liberty in America and the Statue of Christ the Redeemer in Brazil are examples of these. In this way, users can visit these tourism centers located in different craters and have the opportunity to experience different cultures together.

Due to Dubai's investments in the crypto money market and its continuous improvement in tourism, a crater has been reserved only for Dubai. Dubai Only, where the Dubai Palm Island is located in the middle of the crater, also contains luxury hotels, shopping centers, entertainment facilities and many more.

Virtual Reality
We created Ariva Wonderland with VR infrastructure so that our users can be included in our new generation tourism universe down to the last detail and feel the interaction at the highest level.

Second Life
Ariva Wonderland provides its users with the opportunity to have a second life! Users can attend or organize cinemas, concerts and theaters individually or collectively, have fun at the nightclub all night long, and experience many other social activities. At the same time, users can have a job or even marry a person they have agreed with in Ariva Wonderland.
Land Sale

Users can purchase the land they want from 160,000 different parcels of different sizes, located in 49 unique craters, and can perform many customizations on these lands. Land and NFT sales are made over ERC-20 Ethereum and BEP20 Ariva networks, and special discounts are applied for purchases made through Ariva. At the same time, the proximity - distance and size differences of the lands to the tourism centers make the land prices different from each other. In this way, investors who want to make smaller investments and investors who want to make larger investments can make their investments more accurately.

Absolute Domination

Ariva Wonderland allows users to have complete freedom and decentralized ownership of their land. Users can display the objects they create using Ariva Creator on their land, sell them, create their own country by creating from the flag to the hospital, even by introducing a visa system, they can charge their visitors or accept only those they allow as visitors.

Billboards

Businesses can advertise their products on the Ariva Wonderland Metaverse to a user base of millennials and millennials. There are many billboards for companies that want to advertise and promote their user base in Ariva Wonderland. These boards are placed in the main crater indoors, outdoors, on public transport and in high-traffic areas, enabling advertisers to contribute to Ariva Wonderland’s revenue cycle. Due to the innovations made and the concepts created, the traffic received (with the permission of the land owners) is calculated and placed on the high-traffic lands from these billboards. The owners of these popular lands are also encouraged to beautify and popularize the lands by making token payments. In this way, users are also made a part of this income cycle and the ecosystem is increased.
Transportation

Ariva has many modes of transportation in Wonderland as in the real world. By paying with ARV tokens, users can travel by plane from airports located in each crater, fly with their own aircraft, if they wish, prefer train and rail, or sea route by boat if they wish.

At the same time, users can choose to "teleport" in Ariva Wonderland and reach the region they want to go much faster.

ARIVA WONDERLAND METAVERSE

In Ariva Wonderland, users need to buy land to build buildings and earn money. At the same time, land owners can earn income by renting their own land to people who want to build a building.

ARIVA CREATOR

Ariva Creator allows users to differentiate in many subjects. You can design buildings, vehicles and many other things that you want to be included in your land through our editor and use these designs in Ariva Wonderland.

You can also create your character with Ariva Creator and have a unique appearance in Wonderland.

MARKET

Users can upload the products and characters they have produced with Ariva Creator to the market and earn income by selling what they have uploaded in the market.
HOW TO GET INCOME IN ARIVA WONDERLAND?

**Travel Frequent:** As you travel in Ariva Wonderland, you can earn tokens and many more incentives.

**Buy Land:** You can buy land in Ariva Wonderland and rent it to people who want to build a building.

**Beautify Your Land:** With Ariva Creator, you can make your land popular and earn token rewards thanks to the innovations you make to your land.

**Design with Ariva Creator:** You can upload the structures you have designed and built with Ariva Creator to the market and sell them.

ARIVA WONDERLAND ACHIEVEMENTS

Together with our outstanding work, we are halfway through the first quarter of our road map.

ARIVA WONDERLAND FIRST LAND SALE

Our first land sale was made on 02.22.22.22 UTC within Statue of Liberty (USA), Christ the Redeemer (Brazil), Arc-De-Triomphe (France), Pura Lempuyang Temple (Indonesia), Gyeongbokgung Palace (South Korea), CCTV (China) Includes Kusunoki Masashige Statue (Japan), and the Mahabodhi Temple (India) will begin with crater 1.
Ariva Wonderland allows its users to experience many different cultures at the same time, socialize, travel to countless regions, create their own tourism center, earn money and even get married in a decentralized way. Join us now and be a part of this revolution as we work to revolutionize the tourism and travel industry with cryptocurrency, blockchain, metaverse, VR technologies! Make sure to follow all our social networks like Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, Discord to stay up to date with the latest updates and also check out our official website for more information.

Learn more about Ariva Wonderland and join our community: https://linktr.ee/arivadigital